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A DYNAMICAL PAIRING BETWEEN TWO RATIONAL MAPS

CLAYTON PETSCHE, LUCIEN SZPIRO, AND THOMAS J. TUCKER

Abstract. Given two rational maps ! and " on P1 of degree at least two,
we study a symmetric, nonnegative real-valued pairing !!,"" which is closely
related to the canonical height functions h! and h" associated to these maps.
Our main results show a strong connection between the value of !!,"" and
the canonical heights of points which are small with respect to at least one of
the two maps ! and ". Several necessary and su!cient conditions are given
for the vanishing of !!,"". We give an explicit upper bound on the di"erence
between the canonical height h" and the standard height hst in terms of !#,"",
where #(x) = x2 denotes the squaring map. The pairing !#,"" is computed
or approximated for several families of rational maps ".

1. Introduction

1.1. Main results. Let K be a number field with algebraic closure K̄. Given a
rational map ! : P1 ! P1 of degree at least two defined over K, and an integer
n " 1, denote by !n = ! # · · · # ! the n-th iterate of !. In the study of the
dynamical system defined by the action of the family {!n}!n=1 of all iterates of
! on P1(K̄), a fundamental tool is the Call-Silverman canonical height function
h! : P1(K̄) ! R associated to !. A basic property of this function is that h!(x) " 0
for all x $ P1(K̄), with h!(x) = 0 if and only if x is preperiodic with respect to !.
(A point x $ P1(K̄) is said to be preperiodic with respect to ! if its forward orbit
{!n(x) | n " 1} is a finite set.)

Now consider two rational maps ! : P1 ! P1 and " : P1 ! P1 defined over K,
each of degree at least two. In this paper we will study a symmetric, nonnegative
real-valued pairing %!,"& which is closely related to the canonical height functions
h! and h". We call %!,"& the Arakelov-Zhang pairing, for reasons which we will
explain below. Our first result characterizes the pairing %!,"& and illustrates its
close relationship with points of small canonical height with respect to at least one
of the two maps ! and ".

Theorem 1. Let {xn} be a sequence of distinct points in P1(K̄) such that h"(xn) !
0. Then h!(xn) ! %!,"&.
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An example of a sequence {xn} of points in P1(K̄) with h"(xn) ! 0 is any se-
quence of "-periodic points, since all such points have h"-height zero. In particular,
averaging over all "-periodic points of a given period leads to our next result, which
is similar in spirit to Theorem 1, and which can be viewed as an explicit formula
for %!,"&. Define

(1) !(!,") = lim
n"+!

1

deg(")n + 1

!

"n(x)=x

h!(x),

where the sum is taken over all (counting according to multiplicity) deg(")n + 1
points x in P1(K̄) satisfying "n(x) = x, granting for now that this limit exists.
Thus !(!,") averages the !-canonical height of the "-periodic points of period n
and takes the limit as n ! +'.

Theorem 2. The limit in (1) exists and !(!,") = %!,"&.

In particular, it follows from the symmetry of the Arakelov-Zhang pairing that
!(!,") = !(",!), which is far from obvious from the definition (1).

Using these results we can give several necessary and su"cient conditions for the
vanishing of %!,"&. Here we denote by PrePer(!) the set of all preperiodic points
in P1(K̄) with respect to !; the assumption that ! has degree at least two ensures
that PrePer(!) is always an infinite set.

Theorem 3. The following five conditions are equivalent:

(a) %!,"& = 0;
(b) h! = h";
(c) PrePer(!) = PrePer(");
(d) PrePer(!) ( PrePer(") is infinite;
(e) lim infx#P1(K̄)(h!(x) + h"(x)) = 0.

Theorem 3 states that %!,"& vanishes precisely when ! and " are in some sense
dynamically equivalent, and Theorems 1 and 2 govern the di#erence h!(x))h"(x)
between the canonical heights of points x which have small canonical height with
respect to at least one of the two maps ! and ". These results suggest that the
pairing %!,"& should be thought of as a measure of the dynamical distance between
the two rational maps ! and ".

To illustrate this idea, let x = (x : 1) be the usual a"ne coordinate on P1, where
' = (1 : 0), and let # : P1 ! P1 be the map defined by #(x) = x2. In this case the
canonical height h# is the same as the usual standard (or näıve) height on P1(K̄),
which we denote by hst. It then follows from Theorem 3 that if " : P1 ! P1 is an
arbitrary map of degree at least two, then the canonical height h" is equal to the
standard height hst if and only if %#,"& = 0. We may therefore view %#,"& as a
natural measure of the dynamical complexity of the rational map ". In §5 we will
prove the following explicit upper bound on the di#erence between the canonical
height h" and the standard height hst in terms of the pairing %#,"&.

Theorem 4. Let # : P1 ! P1 be the map defined by #(x) = x2, and let " : P1 ! P1

be an arbitrary map of degree d " 2 defined over a number field K. Then

h"(x)) hst(x) * %#,"&+ h"(') + log 2

for all x $ P1(K̄).
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1.2. Examples. In §6 we will give explicit upper and lower bounds on %#,"& for
the following families of rational maps ":

• " is the map #$(x) = $$1
$ # # # $$(x) = % ) (% ) x)2 defined by conju-

gating the squaring map #(x) = x2 by the automorphism $$(x) = % ) x
of P1, where % $ K is arbitrary. In this case we will show that %#,#$& =
hst(%) +O(1). In certain cases we can calculate the value of %#,#$& explic-
itly, showing that our inequalities are sharp.

• " is the quadratic polynomial "c(x) = x2 + c, where c $ K is arbitrary. In
this case we will show that %#,"c& = 1

2hst(c) +O(1).
• " is the Lattès map "E(x) = (x2 + ab)2/(4x(x ) a)(x + b)) associated to
the doubling map on the elliptic curve E given by the Weierstrass equation
y2 = x(x ) a)(x+ b), where a and b are positive integers. In this case we
will show that %#,"E& = log

+
ab+O(1).

1.3. Summary of methods. Our definition of the Arakelov-Zhang pairing %!,"&
relies on local analytic machinery. We define %!,"& as a sum of local terms of
the form )

"
&!,v$&",v, where &!,v and &",v are canonical local height functions

associated to ! and ", and where $ is a suitable v-adic Laplacian operator. As
shown by several authors, among them Baker-Rumely [4], Favre–Rivera-Letelier
[16], and Thuillier [28], the natural space on which these analytic objects are defined
is not the ordinary projective line P1(Cv) at the place v, but rather the Berkovich
projective line P1

v. (Briefly, P1
v is a compactification of P1(Cv), which, at the non-

Archimedean places, has a richer analytic structure than P1(Cv); we will review the
necessary facts about this space in §3.2.)

Our proof of Theorem 1 relies on the equidistribution theorem for dynamically
small points on P1, which is due independently to Baker-Rumely [3], Chambert-
Loir [12], and Favre–Rivera-Letelier [16], and which is a dynamical analogue of
equidistributon results on abelian varieties and algebraic tori due to Szpiro-Ullmo-
Zhang [27] and Bilu [6], respectively. This result states that if {xn} is a sequence
of distinct points in P1(K̄) such that h"(xn) ! 0, then the sets of Gal(K̄/K)-
conjugates of the terms xn equidistribute with respect to the canonical measure
µ",v on each local analytic space P1

v. It follows that the heights h!(xn) tend
toward an expression involving integrals of local height functions with respect to !
against canonical measures with respect to "; this expression is precisely equal to
the Arakelov-Zhang pairing %!,"&. The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the proof of
Theorem 1, and Theorem 3 is proved using Theorem 1 along with basic properties
of canonical local height functions and canonical measures. Theorem 4 is proved
using Theorem 2 along with the generalized Mahler formula of Szpiro-Tucker [26].

1.4. Related work by other researchers. The pairing %!,"& is equivalent to the
arithmetic intersection product, originally defined by Zhang [30] following earlier
work of Arakelov [1], Deligne [14], Faltings [15], and Bost-Gillet-Soulé [8], between
the canonical adelic metrized line bundles on P1 associated to ! and ". Denote
by L! the canonical adelic metrized line bundle (O(1), , · ,!) on P1 associated to
!, and define L" likewise for " (we will review the definitions of these objects in
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§3.5). Then

(2) %!,"& = c1(L!)c1(L"),

where the left-hand side denotes the Arakelov-Zhang pairing, as we define it analyt-
ically in §4.3, and the right-hand side denotes Zhang’s [30] arithmetic intersection
product between (the first Chern classes of) the adelic metrized line bundles L!
and L".

To briefly summarize Zhang’s approach, he first expresses the adelic metrized
line bundles L! and L" as uniform limits of sequences {L!,k}!k=0 and {L",k}!k=0 of
adelic metrized line bundles arising from arithmetic models of P1 over SpecOK . He
then defines the products c1(L!,k)c1(L",k) via the traditional Arakelov-theoretic
combination of intersection theory at the non-Archimedean places, along with har-
monic analysis and Green’s functions at the Archimedean places. Finally he defines
c1(L!)c1(L") as the limit of the sequence {c1(L!,k)c1(L!,k)}!k=0. More recently,
Chambert-Loir [12] has put these intersection products onto a more analytic foot-
ing by expressing them as sums of local integrals against certain measures on the
Berkovich projective line P1

v. We should point out that both Zhang’s and Chambert-
Loir’s work holds for a much more general class of adelic metrized line bundles
on varieties of arbitrary dimension; in this paper, we treat only canonical adelic
metrized line bundles L! arising from dynamical systems on the projective line P1.
We do not require the identity (2) in this paper, and so we will not actually work
out the details of the proof. The equality between the two pairings is discussed in
[12], §2.9.

Part of Theorem 3 is equivalent via (2) to known results in the literature. In
particular, Zhang’s successive minima theorem ([30], Thm. 1.10) implies the equiv-
alence of (a) and (e) in Theorem 3, and Mimar [22] has shown the equivalence of
conditions (c), (d), and (e). The main novelty of our result is that (b) follows
from the other conditions, and that when armed with the equidistribution theorem,
it is very simple to prove the equivalence of (a), (c), (d), and (e).

Kawaguchi-Silverman [19] have studied the problem of what can be deduced
about two morphisms !," : PN ! PN (of degree at least two) under the hypothesis
that h! = h". On P1 they give a complete classification of such pairs under the
additional assumptions either that both ! and " are polynomials, or that at least
one of ! and " is a Lattès map associated to an elliptic curve.

Just before submitting this article for publication, we learned that Theorem 1
is equivalent to a special case of a result of Chambert-Loir and Thuillier in their
recent work on equidistribution of small points on varieties with semi-positive adelic
metrics; see [13], §6.

Baker and DeMarco have recently released a preprint [2] which, among other
things, shows that if !," : P1 ! P1 are two rational maps (of degree at least two)
defined over C, then PrePer(!) = PrePer(") if and only if PrePer(!)(PrePer(") is
infinite. This generalizes Mimar’s result from maps defined over Q to those defined
over C. Yuan and Zhang have announced a generalization of this result to arbitrary
polarized algebraic dynamical systems over C.

2. Algebraic preliminaries

2.1. Homogeneous lifts and polarizations. Let k be an arbitrary field, and fix
homogeneous coordinates (x0 : x1) on the projective line P1 over k. Let ! : P1 ! P1
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be a rational map of degree d " 2. A homogeneous lift of ! is a map % = (%0,%1) :
k2 ! k2 satisfying

!(x0 : x1) = (%0(x0, x1) : %1(x0, x1))

for all (x0 : x1) $ P1(k).
A polarization of ! is a k-isomorphism ' : O(d)

%! !&O(1) of sheaves. The
choice of a homogeneous lift % and the choice of a polarization ' are equivalent
in the following sense. Viewing the coordinates x0 and x1 on P1 as sections xj $
&(P1,O(1)), define sections %%,0,%%,1 $ &(P1,O(d)) by %%,j = '&!&xj ; thus we view
%%,0(x0, x1) and %%,1(x0, x1) as homogeneous forms in k[x0, x1] of degree d, and the
resulting map %% = (%%,0,%%,1) : k2 ! k2 is a homogeneous lift of !. Conversely,
any homogeneous lift % : k2 ! k2 of ! determines a polarization ' : O(d)

%! !&O(1)
such that % = %%. Both ' and % are unique up to multiplication by a nonzero scalar
in k.

2.2. Resultants. Let % : k2!k2 be a map defined by a pair (%0(x0, x1),%1(x0, x1))
of homogeneous forms of degree d in k[x0, x1]. The resultant of % is an element
Res(%) of k which is defined by a certain integer polynomial in the coe"cients of
%. The most important property of the resultant is that Res(%) = 0 if and only
if %(x0, x1) = 0 for some nonzero (x0, x1) $ k̄. Thus Res(%) -= 0 if and only if %
is a homogeneous lift of a rational map ! : P1 ! P1. For the definition and basic
theory of the resultant, see [29], §82.

3. Local considerations

3.1. Notation. Throughout this section the pair (K, |·|) denotes either the complex
field K = C with its usual absolute value | · |, or an arbitrary algebraically closed
field K which is complete with respect to a nontrivial, non-Archimedean absolute
value | · |. In the latter case we let K' = {a $ K | |a| * 1} denote the valuation ring
of K, with maximal ideal K'' = {a $ K | |a| < 1} and residue field K̃ = K'/K''.
Fix once and for all homogeneous coordinates (x0 : x1) on the projective line P1

over K.

3.2. The Berkovich a!ne and projective lines. In this section we will review
the definitions of the Berkovich a"ne and projective lines. For more details on
these objects and for the proofs of the claims we make here, see [4] or [5].

The Berkovich a"ne line A1 is defined to be the set of multiplicative seminorms
on the polynomial ring K[T ] in one variable. A1 is a locally compact, Hausdor#
topological space with respect to the weakest topology under which all real-valued
functions of the form x .! [f(T )]x are continuous. Here and throughout this paper
we use [·]x to denote the seminorm corresponding to the point x $ A1. Observe that,
given an element a $ K, we have the evaluation seminorm [f(T )]a = |f(a)|. The
map a .! [·]a defines a dense embedding K (! A1; it is customary to regard this as
an inclusion map, and thus one identifies each point a $ K with its corresponding
seminorm [·]a in A1. The Berkovich projective line P1 over K is defined to be
the one-point compactification P1 = A1 / {'} of A1. The dense inclusion map
K (! A1 extends to a dense inclusion map P(K) (! P1 defined by (a : 1) .! [·]a and
(1 : 0) .! '. Since A1 is locally compact, P1 is compact.
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In the Archimedean case (K = C), it is a consequence of the Gelfand-Mazur the-
orem in functional analysis that the evaluation seminorms are the only seminorms.
Thus A1 = C and P1 = P1(C). In particular, P1 is a compact Riemann surface of
genus zero.

When K is non-Archimedean, however, the inclusion P(K) (! P1 is far from
surjective. For example, each closed disc B(a, r) = {z $ K | |z ) a| * r} (a $ K,
r $ |K|) defines a point )a,r in A1 corresponding to the sup-norm [f(T )]&a,r =
supz#B(a,r) |f(z)| (it follows from the ultrametric property of | · | that such norms
are multiplicative). Note that under this notation, each a $ K can also be written
as the point )a,0 $ A1 corresponding to a disc of radius zero.

Finally, we observe that since K is dense in A1, the continuous function K ! R
defined by a .! |a| has a unique continuous extension | · | : A1 ! R defined by
x .! [T ]x. By a slight abuse of notation we will still use the notation | · | to refer
to this extended function. Declaring |'| = +', we obtain a continuous function
| · | : P1 ! R / {+'}.

3.3. The measure-valued Laplacian. The measure-valued Laplacian $ on the
Berkovich projective line P1 is an operator which assigns to a continuous function
f : P1 ! R / {±'} (satisfying su"cient regularity conditions) a signed Borel
measure $f on P1.

When K = C, $ is the usual normalized )ddc operator on P1 = P1(C) as a
compact Riemann surface. For example, assume that f : P1 ! R is twice contin-
uously real-di#erentiable, identify P1 = P1(C) = C / {'} by the a"ne coordinate
z = (z : 1) $ C, where ' = (1 : 0), and let z = x + iy for real variables x and y.
Then

$f(z) = ) 1

2*

#
+2

+x2
+

+2

+y2

$
f(z)dx dy.

It has been shown by several authors, including Baker-Rumely [4], Favre–Rivera-
Letelier [16], and Thuillier [28], that the non-Archimedean Berkovich projective line
P1 carries an analytic structure, and in particular a Laplacian, which is very similar
to its Archimedean counterpart. In this paper we follow the approach of Baker-
Rumely [4]. To summarize their construction, viewing P1 as an inverse limit of
finitely branched metrized graphs, they first define a signed Borel measure $f for
a certain class of functions f : P1 ! R which are locally constant outside of some
finitely-branched subgraph of P1. Passing to the limit, they introduce a space of
functions f : P1 ! R / {±'}, which is in e#ect the largest class for which $f
exists as a signed Borel measure on P1.

The following proposition summarizes the two basic properties of the measure-
valued Laplacian which we will need in this paper: the self-adjoint property and the
criterion for a vanishing Laplacian. It is stated to hold in both the Archimedean
and non-Archimedean cases.

Proposition 5. The measure-valued Laplacian $ on P1 satisfies the following
properties:

(a)
"
fd($g) =

"
gd($f) whenever f is $g-integrable and g is

$f -integrable.
(b) $f = 0 if and only if f is constant.

In the Archimedean case these facts are standard. In the non-Archimedean case,
see [4], Prop. 5.20 and Prop. 5.28.
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Note that the total mass of $f is always zero; that is,
"
1d($f) = 0. This

follows from the self-adjoint property along with the fact that $1 = 0.

3.4. The standard metric. Given a line bundle L on P1 over K, recall that a
metric , · , on L is a nonnegative real-valued function on L whose restriction , · ,x
to each fiber Lx is a norm on Lx as a K-vector space. The standard metric , · ,st
on the line bundle O(1) over K is characterized by the identity

(3) ,s(x),st = |s(x0, x1)|/max{|x0|, |x1|}

for each section s $ &(P1,O(1)) given as a linear form s(x0, x1) $ K[x0, x1].

3.5. Canonical metrics. Let ! : P1 ! P1 be a rational map of degree d " 2
defined over K, and let ' : O(d)

%! !&O(1) be a polarization. The canonical metric
on O(1) associated to the pair (!, '), introduced by Zhang [30] (see also [7], §9.5.3),
is defined as the (uniform) limit of the sequence {, · ,!,%,k}!k=0 of metrics on O(1)
defined inductively by , · ,!,%,0 = , · ,st and '&!&, · ,!,%,k = , · ,(d

!,%,k+1. Zhang [30]
showed that such a metric , ·,!,% on O(1) exists, and that it is the unique bounded,
continuous metric on O(1) satifying

(4) '&!&, · ,!,% = , · ,(d
!,%.

To make this more explicit, let s $ &(P1,O(1)) be a section defined over K, and

let u = '&!&s $ &(P1,O(d)). Factoring u =
%d

j=1 sj for sections sj $ &(P1,O(1)),
it follows from the identity (4) that

(5) ,s(!(x)),!,% =
d&

j=1

,sj(x),!,%

for all x $ P1(K). The boundedness and continuity conditions mean, in e#ect, that
for each section s $ &(P1,O(1)) defined over K, the function x .! log(,s(x),!,%/
,s(x),st) is bounded and continuous on P1(K).

The dependence of ,·,!,% on the polarization ' can be made explicit as follows. If
' is replaced by another polarization a' for a $ K), then , ·,!,a% = |a|1/(d$1), ·,!,%;
this follows from (4) and the uniqueness of the canonical metric.

3.6. The standard measure. Given a section s $ &(P1,O(1)), the function
P1(K) ! R / {+'} defined by x .! ) log ,s(x),st extends uniquely to a con-
tinuous function P1 ! R / {+'}; this follows from (3) and the last paragraph of
§3.2. The standard measure µst on P1 is characterized by the identity

(6) ${) log ,s(x),st} = ,div(s)(x)) µst(x),

for any section s $ &(P1,O(1)), where ,div(s) denotes the Dirac measure supported
at the point div(s).

In fact, µst can be described more explicitly as follows. When K = C, we identify
P1 = P1(C) = C / {'} as usual by the a"ne coordinate z = (z : 1) $ C, where
' = (1 : 0). Then µst is supported on the unit circle T = {z $ C | |z| = 1},
where it is equal to the Haar measure on T normalized to have total mass 1. When
K is non-Archimedean, µst is equal to the Dirac measure ,&0,1 supported at point
)0,1 $ P1 corresponding to the sup-norm on the unit disc of K, as described in §3.2.
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3.7. Canonical measures. Let ! : P1 ! P1 be a rational map of degree d "
2 defined over K. The canonical measure µ! on P1 is an important dynamical
invariant associated to !, which plays a fundamental role in several dynamical
equidistribution theorems. In the Archimedean case it was introduced by Brolin
[10] for polynomial maps !, and independently by Ljubich [20] and Freire-Lopes-
Mañé [18] for arbitrary !. In the non-Archimedean case the measure was defined
independently and equivalently by several authors, among them Baker-Rumely [3],
Chambert-Loir [12], and Favre–Rivera-Letelier [16].

The measure µ! is defined as the weak limit of the sequence {µ!,k}!k=0 of mea-
sures on P1 defined inductively by µ!,0 = µst and µ!,k+1 = 1

d!
&µ!,k. Equivalently,

each measure µ!,k is characterized by the identity

${) log ,s(x),!,%,k} = ,div(s)(x)) µ!,k(x),

where ' : O(d)
%! !&O(1) is any polarization, {, · ,!,%,k}!k=0 is the sequence of

metrics defined in §3.5, and s $ &(P1,O(1)) is any section. The canonical measure
µ! on P1 is defined to be the (unique) weak limit of the sequence {µ!,k}!k=0. This
measure is characterized by the identity

(7) ${) log ,s(x),!,%} = ,div(s)(x)) µ!(x),

where , · ,!,% is the canonical metric on O(1) with respect to the pair (!, '). More-
over, µ! satisfies the invariance property !&µ! = d · µ!; see [3], Thm. 3.36. In
e#ect, this means that

(8)

'
f(x)dµ!(x) =

'
f(!(x))dµ!(x)

for any extended real-valued function f on P1 such that both x .! f(x) and x .!
f(!(x)) are µ!-integrable.

3.8. The local Arakelov-Zhang pairing. Let ! : P1 ! P1 and " : P1 ! P1

be two rational maps defined over K, and let s, t $ &(P1,O(1)) be two sections
with div(s) -= div(t). We define the local Arakelov-Zhang pairing of ! and ", with
respect to the sections s and t, by

%!,"&s,t = )
'
{log ,s(x),!,%!}d${log ,t(x),",%"}

= log ,s(div(t)),!,%! )
'

log ,s(x),!,%!dµ"(x),
(9)

where '! and '" are any polarizations of ! and ", respectively. Note that %!,"&s,t
does not depend on the choice of polarzations '! and '". To see this, note that
the discussion at the end of §3.5 implies that if we replace '! and '" by '*! = a'!
and '*" = b'" (respectively) for a, b $ K), then the functions ) log ,s(x),! and
) log ,t(x)," are altered by additive constants. Since$1=0 and

"
1d${log ,t(x),"}

= 0, the value of (9) remains unchanged.
We next observe that the local Arakelov-Zhang pairing satisfies the symmetry

property

(10) %!,"&s,t = %",!&t,s,

by the self-adjoint property of the measure-valued Laplacian.
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Finally, we note that the value of %!,"&s,t depends on the choice of sections s
and t as follows. If t* $ &(P1,O(1)) is another section with div(s) -= div(t*), then
(9) implies that

(11) %!,"&s,t! = %!,"&s,t + log
,s(div(t*)),!,%!
,s(div(t)),!,%!

.

The symmetry relation (10) along with (11) implies that if s* $ &(P1,O(1)) is
another section with div(s*) -= div(t), then

(12) %!,"&s!,t = %!,"&s,t + log
,t(div(s*)),",%"

,t(div(s)),",%"

.

3.9. Good reduction. In this section we assume that K is non-Archimedean. Let
! : P1 ! P1 be a rational map of degree d " 2 defined over K, let ' : O(d)

%! !&O(1)
be a polarization, and let %% : K2 ! K2 be the homogenous map associated to the
pair (!, '), as discussed in §2.1. Note that Res(%%) -= 0 since %% is a homogeneous
lift of the rational map !. We say that the pair (!, ') has good reduction if the
map %% has coe"cients in K' and |Res(%%)| = 1. In this case the reduced map
%̃% : K̃2 ! K̃2 has nonzero resultant Res(%̃%) in the residue field K̃, and therefore
defines a reduced rational map !̃ : P1 ! P1 over K̃.

Proposition 6. Let ! : P1 ! P1 be a rational map of degree d " 2 defined over
K, let ' be a polarization of !, and suppose that the pair (!, ') has good reduction.
Then , · ,!,% = , · ,st and µ! = µst.

Proof. We will first show that

(13) max{|%%,0(x0, x1)|, |%%,1(x0, x1)|} = max{|x0|, |x1|}d

for all (x0, x1) $ K2. By scaling it su"ces to prove (13) when max{|x0|, |x1|} = 1.
In this case the left-hand side of (13) is at most 1 by the ultrametric inequality, since
%% has coe"cients inK'. If there exists some (x0, x1) $ K2 with max{|x0|, |x1|} = 1,
but with the left-hand side of (13) strictly less than 1, then the reduction (x̃0, x̃1)
is nonzero in K̃2, but %̃%(x̃0, x̃1) = 0 in K̃2, contradicting the fact that Res(%̃%) -= 0
in K̃. This completes the proof of (13).

Now let s $ &(P1,O(1)) be a section, let u = '&!&s $ &(P1,O(d)), and factor

u =
%d

j=1 sj for sections sj $ &(P1,O(1)); this is possible since K is algebraically
closed. It follows from (13) and the formula (3) for the standard metric that

,s(!(x)),st =
(d

j=1 ,sj(x),st for all x $ P1(K). In other words, the standard
metric , · ,st satisfies the identity which characterizes the canonical metric , · ,!,%,
whereby , · ,!,% = , · ,st. It now follows from (7) and (6) that µ! = µst. !
Proposition 7. Let ! : P1 ! P1 and " : P1 ! P1 be rational maps of degree
at least two defined over K, and assume that both ! and " have good reduction
(with respect to some choice of polarizations). Let s, t $ &(P1,O(1)) be sections,
with div(s) -= div(t), given by linear forms s(x0, x1) = s0x0 + s1x1 and t(x0, x1) =
t0x0 + t1x1 in K[x0, x1]. Then

%!,"&s,t = log |s0t1 ) s1t0|) logmax{|s0|, |s1|}) logmax{|t0|, |t1|}.

Proof. Let us abbreviate I(s) =
"
log ,s(x),stdµst(x) and -(s) = logmax{|s0|, |s1|}.

Since div(t) = (t1 : )t0), by (9) and Proposition 6 we have

(14) %!,"&s,t = log ,s(div(t)),st ) I(s) = log |s0t1 ) s1t0|) -(t)) I(s).
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The symmetry property %!,"&s,t = %",!&t,s and (14) imply that )-(t) ) I(s) =
)-(s) ) I(t), which means that I(s) ) -(s) = I(t) ) -(t) = c for some constant
c which is independent of s and t. We are going to show that c = 0, whereby
I(s) = -(s); together with (14) this implies the desired identity.

To show that c = 0 we select the section s(x0, x1) = x0; thus -(s) = 0. Let ' :
O(d)

%! !&O(1) be a polarization of ! such that (!, ') has good reduction and

factor %%,0 = '&!&s $ &(P1,O(d)) as %%,0 =
%d

j=1 sj for sections sj $ &(P1,O(1)).
In terms of homogeneous forms in the coordinates x0 and x1, this means that
%%,0(x0, x1) =

(d
j=1 sj(x0, x1). The good reduction assumption on the pair (!, ')

implies that the form %%,0(x0, x1) is defined over K' and reduces to a nonzero form
%̃%,0(x0, x1) of degree d over K̃. In particular, each linear form sj(x0, x1) is defined
over K' and reduces to a nonzero linear form s̃j(x0, x1) over K̃. This means that
-(sj) = 0 for each 1 * j * d. Using the invariance property (8) along with (5) and
the fact that , · ,!,% = , · ,st, we have

'
log ,s(x),stdµst(x) =

'
log ,s(!(x)),stdµst(x) =

d!

j=1

'
log ,sj(x),stdµst(x),

which means that I(s) =
)d

j=1 I(sj). Since -(s) = -(sj) = 0 for each 1 * j * d,

we conclude that c = I(s) ) -(s) =
)d

j=1(I(sj) ) -(sj)) = dc, whereby c = 0, as
desired. !

4. Global considerations

4.1. Preliminaries. Let K be a number field, and let MK denote the set of places
of K. For each v $ MK we set the following local notation:

• Kv – the completion of K with respect to v.
• Cv – the completion of the algebraic closure of Kv; thus Cv is both complete
and algebraically closed.

• | · |v – the absolute value on Cv whose restriction to Q coincides with one
of the usual real or p-adic absolute values.

• rv = [Kv : Qv]/[K : Q] – the ratio of local and global degrees.

More generally, all local notation introduced in §3 will now carry a subscript v when
attached to the pair (K, | · |) = (Cv, | · |v). Given a line bundle L on the projective
line P1 over K, an adelic metric , · , on L is a family , · , = (, · ,v), indexed by the
places v $ MK , where each , · ,v is a metric on L over Cv.

With the absolute values | · |v normalized as above, the product formula holds
in the form

)
v#MK

rv log |a|v = 0 for each a $ K). If K */K is a finite extension,
we have the local-global degree formula

)
v!|v rv! = rv for each place v $ MK ,

where the sum is over the set of places v* of K * lying over v. Fix once and for all
homogeneous coordinates (x0 : x1) on the projective line P1 over K. Given a point
x = (x0 : x1) $ P1(K), define the standard height of x by

(15) h(x) =
!

v#MK

rv logmax{|x0|v, |x1|v}.

By the product formula the value of h(x) is invariant under replacing (x0 : x1) with
(ax0 : ax1) for a $ K), and the local-global degree formula shows that the value
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of h(x) is unchanged upon replacing K with a finite extension K */K. Thus (15)
defines a Gal(K̄/K)-invariant function h : P1(K̄) ! R.

Alternatively, the standard height can be described in terms of the standard
adelic metric , · ,st = (, · ,st,v) on the line bundle O(1) over K. Given a section
s $ &(P1,O(1)) defined over K and a point x $ P1(K) \ {div(s)}, we have

(16) h(x) =
!

v#MK

rv log ,s(x),$1
st,v

by (3), the product formula, and (15).

4.2. Canonical heights and canonical adelic metrics. Let ! : P1 ! P1 be
a rational map of degree d " 2 defined over K. The canonical height function
h! : P1(K̄) ! R associated to ! is the unique real-valued function on P1(K̄)
satisfying the two properties:

• The function x .! h(x)) h!(x) is bounded on P1(K̄).
• h!(!(x)) = dh!(x) for all x $ P1(K̄).

Moreover, h! is Gal(K̄/K)-invariant and nonnegative, and h!(x) = 0 if and only if
x is !-preperiodic. The existence, uniqueness, and basic properties of the canonical
height were established by Call-Silverman [11] (see also Zhang [30]).

Given a K-polarization ' : O(d)
%! !&O(1) of !, we define the canonical adelic

metric on O(1) associated to the pair (!, ') to be the family , · ,!,% = (, · ,!,%,v)
of canonical metrics over Cv for each place v $ MK . The following proposition is
analogous to the decomposition (16), giving a formula for the canonical height in
terms of the canonical adelic metric.

Proposition 8. Let ! : P1 ! P1 be a rational map of degree d " 2 defined over
K, let ' : O(d)

%! !&O(1) be a K-polarization, and let s $ &(P1,O(1)) be a section
defined over K. Then

(17) h!(x) =
!

v#MK

rv log ,s(x),$1
!,%,v

for all x $ P1(K) \ {div(s)}.

Proof. Denote by h&
!(x) the right-hand side of (17). The product formula shows

that h&
!(x) is independent of the section s $ &(P1,O(1)), and the local-global degree

formula shows that h&
!(x) is invariant under replacing K with a finite extension

K */K; therefore (17) defines a function h&
! : P1(K̄) ! R. In order to show that

h&
! = h!, by the uniqueness of the canonical height it su"ces to show that h) h&

!

is bounded on P1(K̄), and that h!(!(x)) = dh!(x) for all x $ P1(K̄).
Let S be a finite set of places of K such that the pair (!, ') has good reduction

at all places v -$ S. It follows from Proposition 6 that , · ,!,%,v is equal to the
standard metric , · ,st,v for all v -$ S. We have

|h(x)) h&
!(x)| =

****
!

v#S

rv log
,s(x),!,%,v
,s(x),st,v

**** *
!

v#S

rvCv,

where for each place v, Cv = sup | log(,s(x),!,%,v/,s(x),st,v)|. Note that if K is
replaced by a finite extension K */K, and if we denote by S* the set of places of
K * lying over S, then the local-global degree formula implies that

)
v!#S! rv!Cv! =)

v#S rvCv. This shows that h) h&
! is uniformly bounded on P1(K̄).
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Now define u = '&!&s $ &(P1,O(d)). Extending K if necessary we can assume

that u factors as u =
%d

j=1 sj for sections sj $ &(P1,O(1)) defined over K. Using
the identity (5) at each place v $ MK , we have

h&
!(!(x)) =

!

v#MK

rv log ,s(!(x)),$1
!,%,v =

d!

j=1

!

v#MK

rv log ,sj(x),$1
!,%,v = dh&

!(x),

for each x $ P1(K) \ {div(s1), . . . , div(sd)}. Since the section s is arbitrary, we
conclude that h!(!(x)) = dh!(x) for all x $ P1(K̄), as desired, completing the
proof. !

4.3. The global Arakelov-Zhang pairing. Let ! : P1 ! P1 and " : P1 ! P1 be
two morpshisms of degree at least two defined over K. The global Arakelov-Zhang
pairing %!,"& is defined as follows: select two sections s, t $ &(P1,O(1)) defined
over K, with div(s) -= div(t), and let

(18) %!,"& =
!

v#MK

rv%!,"&s,t,v + h!(div(t)) + h"(div(s)).

It follows from (11), (12), and the product formula that the value of (18) does not
depend on the sections s and t, and it follows from the local-global degree formula
that the value of (18) is invariant under replacing K with a finite extension K */K.
If '! and '" are K-polarizations of ! and ", respectively, then we have the alternate
formulas

%!,"& =
!

v#MK

rv
+
%!,"&s,t,v ) log ,s(div(t)),!,%!,v ) log ,t(div(s)),",%",v

,

=
!

v#MK

rv
+
)
'

log ,s(x),!,%!,vdµ",v(x)) log ,t(div(s)),",%",v

,(19)

for %!,"&; the first of these follows by combining (17) and (18), and the second
follows from (9).

The following two results show that the Arakelov-Zhang pairing is symmetric
and vanishes on the diagonal.

Proposition 9. %!,"& = %",!&.

Proof. This follows at once from the definition (18) and the symmetry (10) of the
local Arakelov-Zhang pairing. !

Proposition 10. %!,!& = 0.

Proof. Let d = deg(!), and let ' be a K-polarization of !. Let s $ &(P1,O(1)) be a
section defined over K, and let u = '&!&s $ &(P1,O(d)). Extending K if necessary

we may assume that u factors as u =
%d

j=1 sj for sections sj $ &(P1,O(1)) defined

over K. Let t $ &(P1,O(1)) be another section defined over K and assume that
div(s) -= div(t) and !(div(s)) -= div(t).

For each place v of K we have

%!,!&s,t,v ) log ,s(div(t)),!,%,v =
d!

j=1

{%!,!&sj,t,v ) log ,sj(div(t)),!,%,v}.
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This follows at once from the invariance property (8) applied to the function f(x) =
log ,s(x),!,%,v, along with the definition (9) of the local Arakelov-Zhang pairing.
Summing over all places we have

%!,!& ) h!(div(s)) =
!

v#MK

rv%!,!&s,t,v + h!(div(t))

=
!

v#MK

rv
+
%!,!&s,t,v ) log ,s(div(t)),!,%,v

,

=
d!

j=1

!

v#MK

rv
+
%!,!&sj,t,v ) log ,sj(div(t)),!,%,v

,

=
d!

j=1

+ !

v#MK

rv%!,!&sj,t,v + h!(div(t))
,

= d%!,!& )
d!

j=1

h!(div(sj)).

Since h!(div(s)) = h!(!(div(sj))) = dh!(div(sj)) for each j, we deduce that
%!,!& = d%!,!&, whereby %!,!& = 0. !

4.4. Equidistribution. Let ! : P1 ! P1 and " : P1 ! P1 be two rational maps,
each of degree at least two, defined over K. In this section we will use dynam-
ical equidistribution results to give a useful alternative expression for the global
Arakelov-Zhang pairing %!,"&.

Let {Zn} be a sequence of finite Gal(K̄/K)-invariant multisets in P1(K̄). We
say that the sequence {Zn} is h"-small if

1

|Zn|
!

x#Zn

h"(x) ! 0.

Throughout this paper, sums over x in a multiset Z, and its cardinality |Z|, are
computed according to multiplicity.

Let µ" = (µ",v) be the collection, indexed by the set of places v of K, of
canonical measures on P1

v with respect to ". We say that a sequence {Zn} of
Gal(K̄/K)-invariant multisets in P1(K̄) is µ"-equidistributed if

(20)
1

|Zn|
!

x#Zn

f(x) !
'

P1
v

f(x)dµ",v(x)

for each place v $ MK and each continuous function f : P1
v ! R. In the left-hand

side of (20), the function f : P1
v ! R is evaluated at each x $ Zn via some fixed

embedding K̄ (! Cv; since each multiset Zn is Gal(K̄/K)-invariant, the value of
the left-hand side of (20) is independent of the choice of embedding.

Example 1. Let {xn} be a sequence of distinct points in P1(K̄) such that h"(xn) !
0, and for each n let Zn be the set of Gal(K̄/K) conjugates of xn in P1(K̄). Since h"
is Gal(K̄/K)-invariant, each point x $ Zn has "-canonical height h"(x) = h"(xn).
In particular, the sequence {Zn} is h"-small. The dynamical equidistribution the-
orem for Galois orbits, proved independently by Baker-Rumely [3], Chambert-Loir
[12], and Favre–Rivera-Letelier [16], states that {Zn} is µ"-equidistributed as well.
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Example 2. Let Zn be the multiset of "-periodic points in P1(K̄) of period n,
that is, the points x satisfying "n(x) = x. Then |Zn| = deg(")n + 1, and since
all "-periodic points have "-canonical height zero, the sequence {Zn} is h"-small.
Moreover, the sequence {Zn} is µ"-equidistributed, as shown by Ljubich [20] at
the Archimedean places and by Favre–Rivera-Letelier [17] at the non-Archimedean
places.

Theorem 11. Let {Zn} be a sequence of finite Gal(K̄/K)-invariant multisets in
P1(K̄). If {Zn} is h"-small and µ"-equidistributed, then

(21)
1

|Zn|
!

x#Zn

h!(x) ! %!,"&.

Proof. Let '! and '" be K-polarizations of ! and ", respectively, and let s, t $
&(P1,O(1)) be sections defined over K with div(s) -= div(t). By Propositions 6 and
7 there exists a finite set S of places, including all of the Archimedean places, such
that the following conditions hold for all places v -$ S:

• , · ,!,%!,v = , · ,",%",v = , · ,st,v;
• %!,"&s,t,v = %","&s,t,v = 0.

For each place v of K and each x $ P1(K) \ {div(s)}, define

fv(x) = log
,s(x),",%",v

,s(x),!,%!,v
.

Note that fv extends to a continuous function fv : P1
v ! R, and that if v -$ S, then

fv is identically zero.
We have

lim
n"+!

1

|Zn|
!

x#Zn

(h!(x)) h"(x)) = lim
n"+!

1

|Zn|
!

x#Zn

!

v#S

rvfv(x)

=
!

v#S

rv lim
n"+!

1

|Zn|
!

x#Zn

fv(x)

=
!

v#S

rv

'

P1
v

fv(x)dµ",v(x)

=
!

v#S

rv
+
%!,"&s,t,v ) %","&s,t,v + fv(div(t))

,

= %!,"& ) %","&.

(22)

In the preceding calculation, the first equality uses the formula (17) and the fact that
fv vanishes identically when v -$ S. The second equality interchanges the limit with
the sum over places v $ S; this is justified because the finite set S is independent of
the parameter n. The third equality uses the fact that {Zn} is µ"-equidistributed.
The fourth equality uses the definition (9) of the local Arakelov-Zhang pairing. The
final equality follows from (19) and the fact that the summand vanishes at all places
v -$ S.

Since the sequence {Zn} is h"-small and %","& = 0, the calculation (22) implies
(21). !
Corollary 12. Let {xn} be a sequence of distinct points in P1(K̄) such that h"(xn)
! 0. Then h!(xn) ! %!,"&.
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Proof. Letting Zn denote the set of Gal(K̄/K)-conjugates of xn, as explained
in Example 1, the sequence {Zn} is h"-small and µ"-equidistributed. Since h!
is Gal(K̄/K)-invariant, by Theorem 11 we have h!(xn) = 1

|Zn|
)

x#Zn
h!(x) !

%!,"&. !

Corollary 13. The limit in (1) exists and !(!,") = %!,"&.

Proof. Letting Zn be the multiset of "-periodic points in P1(K̄) of period n, as
explained in Example 2, the sequence {Zn} is h"-small and µ"-equidistributed. It
follows from Theorem 11 that !(!,") = 1

|Zn|
)

x#Zn
h!(x) ! %!,"&. !

Corollary 14. The Arakelov-Zhang pairing %!,"& is nonnegative. Moreover, the
following five conditions are equivalent:

(a) %!,"& = 0;
(b) h! = h";
(c) PrePer(!) = PrePer(");
(d) PrePer(!) ( PrePer(") is infinite;
(e) lim infx#P1(K̄)(h!(x) + h"(x)) = 0.

Proof. The nonnegativity of %!,"& follows from Corollary 12 and the nonnegativity
of the canonical height h!. It also follows immediately from Corollary 12 that (a)
and (e) are equivalent. To complete the proof we will show that (b) 0 (c) 0
(d) 0 (e) 0 (b). Since h! vanishes precisely on PrePer(!), and similarly for ",
it follows that (b) 0 (c). Since PrePer(!) is infinite, it follows that (c) 0 (d).
Since preperiodic points have height zero, it follows that (d) 0 (e).

It remains only to show that (e) 0 (b). The condition (e) means that there
exists a sequence {xn} of distinct points in P1(K̄) such that h!(xn) ! 0 and
h"(xn) ! 0. Letting Zn denote the set of Gal(K̄/K)-conjugates of xn, since
h!(xn) ! 0 and h"(xn) ! 0 it follows from Example 1 that {Zn} is both µ!-
equidistributed and µ"-equidistributed. From the definition (20) it follows that"
P1
v
f(x)dµ!,v(x) =

"
P1
v
f(x)dµ",v(x) for each place v of K and each continuous

function f : P1
v ! R. This means that µ!,v = µ",v as measures on P1

v.
Now let '! and '" be K-polarizations of ! and ", respectively, and let s $

&(P1,O(1)) be a section defined over K. By (7) and the equality of measures,
µ!,v = µ",v, along with the fact that$ vanishes precisely on the constant functions,
we deduce that

) log ,s(x),!,%!,v = ) log ,s(x),",%",v + cv

for each place v of K, where cv $ R is a constant which does not depend on the
section s. Summing over all places and using (17) we deduce that

(23) h!(x) = h"(x) + c,

for all x $ P1(K̄) \ div(s), where c =
)

v#MK
rvcv. Taking x to be !-preperiodic,

we deduce that c = )h"(x) * 0. On the other hand, if x is "-preperiodic, then
c = h!(x) " 0. We conclude that c = 0, and therefore h! = h", as desired. !

5. A height difference bound

Let # : P1 ! P1 be the map defined by #(x) = x2, or in homogeneous coordinates
#(x0 : x1) = (x2

0 : x2
1). Let '# : O(2)

%! #&O(1) be the polarization which is
normalized so that '&##

&xj = x2
j . In this case the canonical adelic metric , · ,#,%#
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on O(1) is the same as the standard adelic metric , · ,st. It then follows from (16)
and (17) that the canonical height h# is the same as the standard height hst.

Now consider an arbitrary rational map " : P1 ! P1 of degree at least two.
Using Theorem 2 and a result of Szpiro-Tucker [26], we can give an upper bound
on the di#erence between the canonical height h" and the standard height hst in
terms of the pairing %#,"&.

Theorem 15. Let # : P1 ! P1 be the map defined by #(x) = x2, and let " : P1 !
P1 be an arbitrary map of degree d " 2 defined over a number field K. Then

(24) h"(x)) hst(x) * %#,"&+ h"(') + log 2

for all x $ P1(K̄).

Proof. Extending K if necessary we may assume without loss of generality that
x $ P1(K), and since the inequality (24) obviously holds when x = ', we may
assume that x -= '. For each place v of K and each integer n " 1, define

Sv,n =
1

dn + 1

!

"n($)=$

$+=!

log |x) %|v.

It follows from [26], Thm. 4.10 that the limit limn"+! Sv,n exists for all places v
of K, that this limit vanishes for all but finitely many places v of K, and that

h"(x)) h"(') =
!

v#MK

rv lim
n"+!

Sv,n.

Define constants .v = log 2 if v is Archimedean, and .v = 0 if v is non-Archimedean.
Then we have the elementary inequality

log |x) %|v * log+ |x|v + log+ |%|v + .v,

and therefore using Theorem 2 we have

h"(x)) h"(') *
!

v#MK

rv lim sup
n"+!

-
log+ |x|v +

1

dn + 1

!

"n($)=$

$+=!

log+ |%|v + .v

.

* hst(x) + lim sup
n"+!

-
1

dn + 1

!

"n($)=$

hst(%)

.
+ log 2

= hst(x) + %#,"&+ log 2,

which implies (24). !
Remark. We do not know whether the constant log 2 on the right-hand side of
(24) is best possible. However, in §6.2 we will give an example which shows that
Theorem 15 is false if log 2 is replaced by a su"ciently small positive constant.

6. Examples

6.1. The squaring map and an arbitrary map. Let # : P1 ! P1 be the map
defined by #(x) = x2, and let " : P1 ! P1 be an arbitrary rational map of degree
at least two. The following proposition will be useful in calculating (or at least
estimating) the value of %#,"& in several specific cases. As usual we denote by
x = (x : 1) the a"ne coordinate on P1, where ' = (1 : 0). For r " 0, define
log+ r = logmax{1, r}.
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Proposition 16. Let # : P1 ! P1 be the map defined by #(x) = x2, and let
" : P1 ! P1 be an arbitrary map of degree at least two defined over a number field
K. Then

(25) %#,"& = h"(') +
!

v#MK

rv

'
log+ |x|vdµ",v(x).

Proof. Let '# : O(2)
%! #&O(1) be the polarization which is normalized so that

'&##
&xj = x2

j , and let s $ &(P1,O(1)) be the section defined by s(x0, x1) = x1; thus
div(s) = '. Let t $ &(P1,O(1)) be any section with div(t) -= '. At each place
v $ MK we have

) log ,s(x),#,%#,v = ) log ,s(x),st,v = ) log(1/max{1, |x|v}) = log+ |x|v.
The identity (25) follows from this along with (17) and (19). !
Remark. In (25) at the non-Archimedean places, the integrand x .! log+ |x|v should
be interpreted as a function on the whole Berkovich projective line P1

v. The ex-
tension of the function x .! |x|v to all of P1

v is described in the last paragraph of
§3.2.

6.2. The squaring map after a certain a!ne change of coordinates. Let
# : P1 ! P1 be the squaring map #(x) = x2, let % $ K, and let #$ : P1 ! P1 be
the map defined by #$(x) = %) (%)x)2. In other words, #$ = $$1

$ ## # $$, where
$$ is the automorphism of P1 given by $$(x) = %) x.

In order to calculate the value of %#,#$& we must introduce the real-valued

function defined for t " 0 by I(t) =
" 1
0 log+ |t+ e2'i(|d. ) log+ t.

Lemma 17. The function I(t) is continuous, nonnegative, monotone increasing
on the interval 0 < t < 1, and monotone decreasing on the interval 1 < t < 2.
Moreover I(t) = 0 when t = 0 and when t " 2. In particular, supt,0 I(t) = I(1).

Proof. Clearly I(0) = 0. Using Jensen’s formula
" 1
0 log |t + e2'i(|d. = log+ t and

the identity log+ r)log r = log+(1/r), we have I(t) =
" 1
0 log+(1/|t+e2'i(|)d., from

which it follows that I(t) is nonnegative and vanishes for t " 2. When 0 < t < 1,
the integrand log+ |t + e2'i(| is monotone increasing as a function of t, and when
1 < t < 2, the integrand log+(1/|t+ e2'i(|) is monotone decreasing as a function of
t; thus I(t) has these same properties. !

We will now evaluate the pairing %#,#$& in terms of the height hst(%) and the
function I(t), and we will give bounds for the pairing %#,#$& in terms of hst(%) and
the constant I(1). These bounds are sharp in the sense that there exist cases of
equality, and thus it may be desirable to calculate I(1) explicitly. It turns out that
(26)

I(1) =

' 1

0
log+ |1 + e2'i(|d. =

' 1/3

$1/3
log |1 + e2'i(|d. =

3
+
3

4*
L(2,/) 1 0.323067...,

where / is the nontrivial quadratic character modulo 3 (that is, /(n) = 0, 1,)1 ac-
cording to whether n 2 0, 1, 2 (mod 3), repectively), and L(2,/) =

)
n,1 /(n)n

$2

is the value at s = 2 of the associated Dirichlet L-function. The calculation (26)
follows from expanding log |1 + e2'i(| into its Fourier series and integrating term-
by-term; it is equivalent to Smyth’s evaluation of the Mahler measure of the two-
variable polynomial 1 + x+ y; see [9].
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Proposition 18. Let % $ K, let #(x) = x2, and let #$(x) = %) (%) x)2. Then:

(a) %#,#$& = hst(%) +
)

v|! rvI(|%|v).
(b) hst(%) * %#,#$& * hst(%) +

3
-
3

4' L(2,/).
(c) If |%|v " 2 for all Archimedean v $ MK , then %#,#$& = hst(%).

(d) %#,#1& = 3
-
3

4' L(2,/).

Proof. Let v be a place of K. The automorphism $$ : P1
v ! P1

v has order 2, and it
interchanges the unit disc Bv(0, 1) of Cv with the disc Bv(%, 1) in Cv centered at %
with radius 1. When v is non-Archimedean, this implies that $$ interchanges the
two points )0,1 and )$,1 of P1 (note that )0,1 = )$,1 when |%|v * 1). The canonical
measures associated to # and #$ are related by the identity µ#$,v(x) = µ#,v($$(x)).
Since µ#,v is the standard measure µst,v described in §3.6, this means that when v is
Archimedean, µ#$,v is the uniform unit measure supported on the circle |x)%|v = 1
in Cv, and when v is non-Archimedean, µ#$,v is the Dirac measure supported on
the point )$,1 of P1. For non-Archimedean v we deduce that

'
log+ |x|vdµ#$,v(x) = log+ |)$,1|v = log+ |%|v,

and for Archimedean v, we have
'

log+ |x|vdµ#$,v(x) =

' 1

0
log+ ||%|v + e2'it|dt = log+ |%|v + I(|%|v).

The proof of (a) is completed by assembling these calculations together into
a global identity using (25), and noting that h#$(') = 0 since #$ fixes '. (b)

follows from (a) along with the fact that 0 * I(t) * I(1) = 3
-
3

4' L(2,/) for all t " 0,
and that

)
v|! rv = 1. (c) follows from (a) and the fact that I(t) = 0 for all t " 2.

(d) follows from (a) with K = Q and % = 1, and the identity (26). !

Remark. Since #$ = $$1
$ ###$$, it follows from basic properties of canonical height

functions that h#$(x) = hst($$(x)) = hst(% ) x). Taking " = #1 in Theorem 15,
and applying Proposition 18(d), the inequality (24) becomes

hst(1) x)) hst(x) *
3
+
3

4*
L(2,/) + log 2.

Taking x = )1 shows that in (24), the constant log 2 cannot be replaced with a

constant which is less than log 2) 3
-
3

4' L(2,/) 1 0.37008... .

6.3. Quadratic polynomials. Let # : P1 ! P1 be the squaring map #(x) = x2,
let c $ K, and let "c : P1 ! P1 be the map defined by "c(x) = x2 + c. We will
prove upper and lower bounds on the pairing %#,"c& which show that %#,"c& is
about the size of (1/2)hst(c) when hst(c) is large.

First consider an arbitrary polynomial map " : P1 ! P1 of degree at least two,
and let v be a place of K. Then the support of the canonical measure µ",v is
contained in the v-adic (Berkovich) filled Julia set

Kv(") = {x $ A1
v | |"k(x)|v -! +'}

associated to ". In the Archimedean case this follows from the fact, proved by
Ljubich ([20], Thm. 2), that µ",v is supported on the Julia set associated to ": the
complement of Kv(") in P1

v is the basin of attraction of ', which is a subset of the
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Fatou set. See [21], §4 for more on complex Fatou-Julia theory. The corresponding
result in the non-Archimedean case is due to Rivera-Letelier, and it is written up
in [4], §10.5.
Proposition 19. Let c $ K, let #(x) = x2, and let "c(x) = x2 + c. Then

(27) (1/2)hst(c)) log 3 * %#,"c& * (1/2)hst(c) + log 2.

Proof. We will first show that if v is non-Archimedean, then

(28)

'
log+ |x|vdµ"c,v(x) = (1/2) log+ |c|v.

First suppose that v ! 2. If |c|v * 1, then "c has good reduction, so µ"c,v is the
standard measure µst,v, that is, the Dirac measure supported at the point )0,1 of
P1
v. In this case both sides of (28) vanish. If |c|v > 1, then

(29) supp(µ"c,v) 3 Kv("c) 3 {x $ A1
v | |x|v = |c|1/2v }.

The second inclusion follows from the fact that when |x|v -= |c|1/2v , the ultrametric
inequality implies that |"k

c (x)|v ! +'. It follows from (29) that the integrand on
the left-hand side of (28) is the constant function (1/2) log+ |c|v, completing the
proof of (28) when v is non-Archimedean and v ! 2.

Suppose now that v | 2. If |c|v * 1 or if |c|v > 4, then the proof of (28) is
the same as the case v ! 2. However, if 1 < |c|v * 4, then consider the conjugate
"̃c = $$1 # "c # $ of "c, where $(x) = x + b and b $ Cv is a fixed point of "c.

The ultrametric inequality implies that |b|v = |c|1/2v * 2, and we calculate "̃c(x) =
x2+2bx. Since |b|v * 2, we must have |2b|v * 1, showing that "̃c has good reduction.
Therefore µ"̃c,v

is supported on the point )0,1 of P1
v. As an automorphism of P1

v, $

takes )0,1 to )b,1, and it follows that µ"c,v is supported on )b,1 in P1
v. The left-hand

side of (28) is therefore equal to log |)b,1|v = log |b|v = (1/2) log |c|v, completing the
proof of (28).

We will now show that if v is Archimedean, then

(30) (1/2) log+ |c|v ) log 3 *
'

log+ |x|vdµ"c,v(x) * (1/2) log+ |c|v + log 2.

The upper bound in (30) follows immediately from the fact that

(31) supp(µ"c,v) 3 Kv("c) 3 {x $ Cv | |x|v * B},
where B = 2max{1, |c|v}1/2. To prove the second inclusion in (31), it su"ces to
show that if |x|v > B, then |"k

c (x)|v ! +'. Assuming that |x|v > B, we have
|x2|v > 4|c|v, so |"c(x))x2|v = |c|v < 1

4 |x
2|v. This implies that |"c(x)|v > 3

4 |x
2|v >

3
2 |x|v, where the last inequality follows from the fact that |x|v > 2. Iterating we
deduce that |"k

c (x)|v > ( 32 )
k|x|v ! +', as desired.

We turn to the lower bound in (30). If |c|v * 9, then there is nothing to prove,
since the left-hand side of (30) is nonpositive and the integral in (30) is nonnegative.
So we may assume that |c|v > 9. The desired inequality follows immediately from
the fact that

(32) supp(µ"c,v) 3 Kv("c) 3 {x $ Cv | |x|v " A},

where A = 1
3 |c|

1/2
v . To prove the second inclusion in (32), it su"ces to show that if

|x|v < A, then |"k
c (x)|v ! +'. Assuming that |x|v < A, we have

(33) |"c(x)|v = |x2 + c|v " |c|v ) |x2|v > |c|v ) (1/9)|c|v = (8/9)|c|v > (8/3)|c|1/2v ,
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where in the last inequality we used that |c|1/2v > 3. In particular, (33) implies
that "c(x) is not in the disc on the right-hand side of (31), which implies that
"c(x) /$ Kv("c). Therefore |"k

c (x)|v ! +', as desired.
Finally, the proof of (27) is completed by assembling (28) and (30) into global

inequalities using (25), and noting that h"c(') = 0 since "c fixes '. !
6.4. Lattès maps associated to a family of elliptic curves. Let a and b be
positive integers, and let E/Q be the elliptic curve given by the Weierstrass equation

(34) y2 = P (x) = x(x) a)(x+ b).

Let "E : P1 ! P1 be the map obtained from the action of the doubling map
[2] : E ! E on the x-coordinate of E. More precisely, we have the following
commutative diagram and explicit formula:

(35)

E
[2]))))! E

x

//0
//0x

P1 "E))))! P1

"E(x) =
(x2 + ab)2

4x(x) a)(x+ b)
.

For more details about such maps, which are known as Lattès maps, see [25], §6.4.
The explicit formula in (35) can be deduced from the duplication formula III.2.3(d)
in [23].

Proposition 20. Let # : P1 ! P1 be the squaring map #(x) = x2 and let "E :
P1 ! P1 be the Lattès map (35) associated to the elliptic curve E/Q defined in (34),
where a and b are positive integers. Then there exists an absolute constant c1 > 0
such that

(36) log
+
ab * %#,"E& * c1 + log

+
ab.

Remark. An explicit value for the constant c1 could in principle be calculated,
although we will not attempt to do so.

Before we prove Proposition 20 we will need to have an explicit formula for the
canonical measure µ"E at the Archimedean place. Since this may be useful in other
settings, we will state this formula in slightly more generality than we need in the
following lemma.

Lemma 21. Let E/C be an elliptic curve given by a Weierstrass equation y2 =
P (x) = x3 + Ax2 + Bx + C, and let "E : P1 ! P1 be the Lattès map satisfying
x # [2] = "E # x, where [2] : E ! E is the doubling map and x : E ! P1 is the
x-coordinate map. Then the canonical measure µ"E on P1(C) is given by

(37) µ"E (x) = C$1
P |P (x)|$1-(x),

where -(x) is the measure on P1(C) = C / {'} which coincides with Lebesgue
measure on C, and CP =

"
|P (x)|$1d-(x).

Proof. Let µ(x) denote the measure on the right-hand side of (37). To prove (37)
it su"ces to show that "&

Eµ = 4µ, because this condition, along with the normal-
ization

"
1dµ(x) = 1 and the property of having no point masses, characterizes the

measure µ"E ; see [20].
Let ' be the (unique) lattice in C such that g2(') = )4P *($A

3 ) and g3(') =
)4P ($A

3 ), where g2(') and g3(') are the usual modular invariants associated to
'; see [23], Thm. VI.5.1. Define functions X : C/' ! C and Y : C/' ! C by
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X(z) = 0(z) ) A
3 and Y (z) = 1

20
*(z), where 0(z) denotes the elliptic Weierstrass

function on C/'. Then the map C/' ! E(C) given by z .! (X(z), Y (z)) is a
complex-analytic isomorphism, and X # [2] = "E # X, where [2] : C/' ! C/' is
the doubling map [2]z = 2z. Since deg(X) = 2 and the Jacobian of z .! X(z) is
|X *(z)|2 = |0*(z)|2 = 4|Y (z)|2, we have

'

C/!
f(X(z))4|Y (z)|2dL(z) = 2

'

P1(C)
f(x)d-(x)

whenever f : P1(C) ! R is --integrable; here L(z) denotes Lebesgue measure
on the quotient C/'. Taking f(x) = g(x)/(4CP |P (x)|) and using the fact that
4|P (x)| = 4|y|2 = 4|Y (z)|2, this becomes

4C$1
P

'

C/!
g(X(z))dL(z) = 2

'

P1(C)
g(x)dµ(x),

which means that X&µ = 4C$1
P L. Since L is Lebesgue measure on C/' and

deg([2]) = 4, we have [2]&L = 4L. Using this and the fact that X # [2] = "E #X,
we have

X&(4µ) = 16C$1
P L = [2]&(4C$1

P L) = [2]&X&µ = X&"&
Eµ,

which implies that 4µ = "&
Eµ, as desired. !

Proof of Proposition 20. We are going to show that

(38)

'
log+ |x|vdµ"E ,v(x) = 0

at the non-Archimedean places v of Q, and that

(39) log
+
ab *

'
log+ |x|dµ"E (x) * c1 + log

+
ab

at the Archimedean place, for some absolute constant c1 > 0 (since Q has just one
Archimedean place, corresponding to the usual absolute value | · | on C, we indicate
that we are working over this place by omitting the subscript v in the notation).
Combining (38) and (39) via (25), and noting that h"E (') = 0 since "E fixes ',
we deduce the desired inequalities (36).

First suppose that v is non-Archimedean. Let Bv(0, 1) = {x $ Cv | |x|v * 1}
denote the closed unit disc in Cv, and let Bv(0, 1) = {x $ P1

v | |x|v * 1} denote its
closure in P1

v (the extension to P1
v of the function x .! |x|v is described at the end of

§3.2). Given a point x $ Cv such that |x|v > 1, the ultrametric inequality and the
explicit formula (35) imply that |"E(x)|v = |x|v/|4|v, since |a|v * 1 and |b|v * 1.
Since P1(Cv) \ Bv(0, 1) is dense in P1

v \ Bv(0, 1), the formula |"E(x)|v = |x|v/|4|v
holds for all x $ P1

v \ Bv(0, 1) by continuity. Since |4|v * 1, we deduce that
|"E(x)|v > 1 for all x $ P1

v with |x|v > 1; in other words, "E(P1
v \ Bv(0, 1)) 3

P1
v \ Bv(0, 1), which in turn implies that

(40) "$1
E (Bv(0, 1)) 3 Bv(0, 1).

Recall from §3.7 that the canonical measure µ"E ,v is defined as a weak limit
of measures supported on the sets "$k

E ()0,1) of pullbacks of the point )0,1 $ P1
v.

Since )0,1 $ Bv(0, 1), it follows from (40) that all of these measures, and thus their
limit µ"E ,v, are supported on Bv(0, 1). Since the integrand log+ |x|v vanishes on
Bv(0, 1), it vanishes on the support of µ"E ,v, whereby the integral in (38) vanishes
as desired.
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It now remains only to prove the inequalities (39) at the Archimedean place.
Given % " 0 and 1 " 0, define

F (%,1) =

' 2'

0

1

|%ei( ) 1||1ei( + 1|d..

Elementary arguments show that F (%,1) is nonnegative, finite when % -= 1 and
1 -= 1, and that it satisfies the symmetry property F (%,1) = F (1,%) and the
functional equation F (1/%, 1/1) = %1F (%,1).

Using polar coordinates x = rei( we have

(41) CP =

'
1

|P (x)|d-(x) =
1

ab

' +!

0
F (r/a, r/b) dr

and

(42)

'
log+ |x|
|P (x)| d-(x) =

1

ab

' +!

1
F (r/a, r/b) log r dr.

Note also that

(43)
1

ab

' +!

0
F (r/a, r/b) log(r/

+
ab) dr = 0.

To see this, denote by I the left-hand side of (43). Using the equation F (1/%, 1/1) =
%1F (%,1) followed by the change of coordinates r .! ab/r it follows that I = )I,
whereby I = 0 as desired. Combining (41), (42), and (43), and dividing through
by CP , we deduce that

(44)

'
log+ |x|dµ"E (x) =

1

CP

'
log+ |x|
|P (x)| d-(x) = (a,b + log

+
ab,

where

(45) (a,b =
1

abCP

' 1

0
F (r/a, r/b) log(1/r) dr.

Obviously (a,b " 0 since the integrand in (45) is nonnegative, which along with
(44) implies the lower bound in (39). In order to prove the upper bound in (39), it
su"ces to show that

(46) lim sup
max{a,b}"+!

(a,b < +'.

We will omit the proof of (46), which is lengthy but straightforward; it uses only
trivial upper and lower bounds on the function F (%,1) along with some elementary
calculus. !
6.5. The height di"erence bound revisited. Let #$(x) = %)(%)x)2, "c(x) =
x2 + c, and "E(x) = (x2 + ab)2/(4x(x ) a)(x + b)) be the examples considered in
§6.2, §6.3, and §6.4, respectively. Combining Theorem 15 with Propositions 18, 19,
and 20, we have

h#$(x)) hst(x) * hst(%) + c2,

h"c(x)) hst(x) * (1/2)hst(c) + c3,

h"E (x)) hst(x) * log
+
ab+ c4,

(47)

for all x $ P1(K̄), where c2 = 3
-
3

4' L(2,/) + log 2, c3 = log 4, and c4 = c1 + log 2,
where c1 is the absolute constant appearing in Proposition 20.
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